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Spyderco Para Military

Dec 5, 2005 - (You catch the knife in your pocket by its 14mm hole and the blade opens with gentle flick of your wrist.) This is fast (faster than automatics), ... 
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Spyderco Para Military



Son of the C36 Military the C81 ParaMilitary is bringing inheritance to a new level of excellence.



length overall



7 7/8" (200 mm)



blade length



3 3/32" (81 mm)



blade steel



CPM-S30V



length closed



4 3/4" (121 mm)



cutting edge



2 15/16" (75 mm)



weight



3.75 oz (108 g)



hole diameter



9/16" (14 mm)



blade thickness



5/32" (4 mm)



handle material



G-10



Back in 1997 when I was reviewing, with Fred Perrin, the C36 Military, our only complain was...it was to big for everyday carry in the city. Then the Starmate came offering the same technology in a more compact solution but... it was not as fast an easy to get into action as the Military. Sal Glesser, CEO of Spyderco and designer of the C36 has been studying the possibiliy to reduce the size of that large folder. But he wanted to keep "the cockpit" of the Millie even if the lenght of the blade was shrunk from 1/3. As an inventor, Sal Glesser wanted to go beyond liner lock technology with his new compression lock he developped for the Gunting (a Martial Blade Craft folder, a very strong lock then!) So here it is: a smaller Military with a better lock !



After some times, it's easy to get absolutly addicted to the ParaMilitary. The opening and closing of the blade are fast and easy. It's fun !!! "The Compression lock..., it's all in the lock it gives that smoothness ! " told me Sal. Good thing also to know about that lock: the wear is self adjusting.



This knife has been designed for the spyder drop opening. (You catch the knife in your pocket by its 14mm hole and the blade opens with gentle flick of your wrist.) This is fast (faster than automatics), easy, beautiful and not hard on the lock and stop pin. Actually by releasing the lock you can also open the blade only by gravity. It is so smooth you will soon close it also by gravity...



The purpose and design of this knife is not a "quick and the dead" weapon. But a "medium size survival folding knife" which means easy to operate easy to clean minimum moving parts and wear Strong cutting power which last reliable and solid construction easy to maintain sharp.



The C36 Military owner were always very happy with the simple fact that knife was so light they forgot how big it was unless it was in play. Now the C81 provide you a more compact solution but instead of only one nested liner, the son of the C36 got two nested stainless steel liners providing a more solid feel about the construction and the reliability of
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Spyderco Para Military your tool. There is no play in any direction when the blade is locked. Also the full screw construction let you the possibility to adjust the smoothness to your knife to your need.



In the wood, it's good to have a folding knife you can open and close with ease, without to look at it. Sometime you need to cut something and get rid of the sharp and dangerous blade to avoid injury. Also your finger are not on the way of the closing blade when your are releasing the lock. This is another feature of the compression lock.



About cutting power. Spyderco are known for their full flat ground knives and the edge they put on it. The belly of the C81 gives you a lot of raw power with a very accurate control for cutting branch and trimming vines. Its only contender in hard wood cutting in my humble opinion is the Spyderco Dodo. The curves of the edge gives you a "scissor" motion with the cut material and the ease in cutting is really confortable.



Now the blade is in S30V, the "ATS34 of the 21st century" as everybody use it from Chris Reeve knives to TOPs... Heat treating, geometry and "savoir faire" in the Golden Plant makes all the difference. The C81 can shave news paper and be used for eye surgery right out of the box. The point of the C81 blade is also more solid than the point on the old C36.



The solid handle is made to be used with wet hands and the G10 is gripping your palm. The indexing of the knife is so easy, you can use it without to look at it. You will know always where the sharp edge is. Also the choil assures your fingers against any failure of the lock . Notice this: the force applied to the blade is not transitted at 100% through the handle. Your index finger and your thumb are transmitting your strenght directly to the blade ! It's another factor of longevity in a knife destined to last in the harshest situations.



This is a knife you can clip in the waisband of in the front pocket without to notice it when you bend or sit in a car. The clip is mounted as high as on the Military and gives you less handle lenght to jab into your flesh. The handle is so confortable there is no hot spot even with clip mounted.



I hope the C81 Paramilitary will announce the next generation of the C36 in term of smoothness and ultra strong lock. This is a knife I invite you to see at your local retailer. Because ergonomy an ease of operation is something you need to feel to be convinced.



Anyway if you are looking for reliability and user friendship in a little big folder. Here it is. The C81 is screeming to be used hard and he will never quit. And as far as I am concern it's sheeple friendly. It's also a perfect folding office knife for cooking duty. The compact size of the C81 give you also the opportunity to carry a strong bushcraft folder in the city.



Cheers



JM
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Spyderco Delica 4 Review 

Feb 13, 2006 - Super sharp, super edge holding VG-10 stain resistant blade; ... MagFire Pro and Swedish Army FireSteel. ... While perusing the web this morning, I noticed our friend, Roger at Bayou Lafourche, has the Delica 4 in stock and.
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Spyderco Pacific Salt 

Jun 20, 2006 - Spyderco Pacific Salt ... In my test, the steel so far on the Pacific Slat is really not tricky. ... lasting knife my grand father would have love ! More to ...
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2015 Spyderco Product Guide 

Spyderco Endura blazed a trail as the first ... generation Enduras, steel-handled versions feature a four-position clip, a high- ..... reduction, durability, and economy of an ..... Lightweight but prefer basic black, this award-winning knife is also
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2015 Spyderco Product Guide 

serve a very broad spectrum of the knife market. ... Spyderco provides special sales support and discounted pricing to state and federal .... standard for all other knives of its breed. ..... operation. Its blade is full-flat ground from nitrogen-har
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CANADA'S MILITARY STORE 

1 juin 2017 - Royal Gala or Calcium. Come check out our weekly samplings on Wednesdays from 11am-1pm ea. ea. ea. ea. ea. ea. Thursday, June 1, 2017 ...
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MILITARY LATRUNCULI 

â€œHe arranged an army similar to that of chess, he placed the 2 sides in order of ... powerful kings of good disposition who should both move without ever receiving injury. ... GAME LOGIC In a game with custodian capture, the pieces must start ...
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byrd 2008 Product Guide - Spyderco 

performance, worry-free reliability, failsafe materials and ..... buoyancy equipment, carabineer, even bootlaces. ..... of iron when exposed to air and moisture, consisting chiefly of ferric hydroxide and ferric ...... Hold the foot vertically on a t
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para-test.cem 

para-test.cem. (~J('f;d ... Air Turquoise SA, officiai test laboratory of Switzerland ... The model had no appearances damage to question whether it's airworthiness.
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byrd 2008 Product Guide - Spyderco 

The question raised three powerful considerations: 1. ..... several founding theories. Common sense validates the mariner's theory. It states ...... Often used in Filipino martial arts. ..... best to first understand the history of steel and how it i
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Para ... - 3M 

sacarlo de la base de montaje. E. FC. S. NEVER pull strip towards you. Ne JAMAIS tirer les bandes vers soi. NUNCA jale la tira en direcciÃ³n hacia usted. E. FC.
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CANADA'S MILITARY STORE 

27 juil. 2017 - Uncle Ben's. Bistro. Selected Varieties. Nescafe. 396g. Selected Varieties. $597. MEAT PACKAGE. PACKAGE 2. â€¢ 40X1/4 lb patties (Pkg of 4).
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CANADA'S MILITARY STORE 

Les clients autorisÃ©s peuvent acheter de la marchandise gÃ©nÃ©rale d'une valeur d'au moins 499,99. $ avec le Plan de crÃ©dit sans intÃ©rÃªt de CANEX sur approbation de crÃ©dit (S.A.C.)*. Pour tous les dÃ©tails, visitez votre magasin CANEX ou le site
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WINCHMAX 12V 13000lb MILITARY SPECIFICATION 

Page 1. WINCHMAX 12V 13,000lb MILITARY SPECIFICATION. ARMOURLITE SYNTHETIC ROPE â€“ Dyneema SK75.
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CANADA'S MILITARY STORE 

3 aoÃ»t 2017 - Product of. Canada ea. $249. 3lb Bag. 10lb Bag. PINEAPPLE. Product of. Costa Rica ea. $279. RED OR. GREEN. GRAPES. Product of USA.
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CANADA'S MILITARY STORE 

PEMBROKE NEWS â–¡ THURSDAY, DECEMBER 14, 2017. CANADA'S MILITARY STORE. LE MAGASIN MILITAIRE DU CANADA ... RED. GRAPEFRUIT. Product of. USA. 3lb Bag ea. $5.49/kg. CARROTS OR. ONIONS. Product of. Ontario. 99Â¢ ea. 2lb Bag. Jumbo ea. CLEMENTINES. Produ
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CANADA'S MILITARY STORE 

PEMBROKE NEWS â–¡ THURSDAY, OCTOBER 19, 2017. 6 â–¡. CANADA'S MILITARY STORE. LE MAGASIN MILITAIRE DU CANADA. October 20 - 26. CFB Petawawa. 14 Ypres Blvd. 613-687-5595. STORE HOURS: MON-FRI: 7am-9pm, SAT: 8am-6pm,. SUN: 10am-6pm. 796ml. Selected Var
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CANADA'S MILITARY STORE 

1 juin 2017 - Ice River Green. Spring Water. 24x500ml. $397. Crisco Oil. 946ml. Canola or Vegetable. $297. Sponge Towel. Econo Roll. 6 Rolls. $247.
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Military Child Concert - CAFconnection 

23 avr. 2017 - 24. 25. 26. 27. 28. 29 sunday monday tuesday wednesday thursday friday saturday ..... inscrivez-vous avant le vendredi 24 mars ou le jeudi 13 ...
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Military Child Concert - CAFconnection 

23 avr. 2017 - service de garde de relÃ¨ve pour les familles dÃ©ployÃ©es -. 10 h Ã  17 h. Baby Group â€“. 9:30 - 11:30 a.m. /. BÃ©bÃ©s en groupe -. 9 h 30 Ã  11 h 30.
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CANADA'S MILITARY STORE 

27 juil. 2017 - Our firm intention is to have every advertised item available for purchase during the period of the promotion. If, for any reason, an item is not in ...
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bellacourt military cemetery 

Location Information : Bellacourt is a village in the commune of Riviere, in the Department of the Pas-de-Calais, 10 kilometres south-west of Arras. Visitors ...
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Military Accessories Russian Motorcycles 

Prices in US Dollars (2010). â€“ Prices Change .... In Heavier role, Mounted on Larger Tripod and was belt-fed. In practice, the ... During WWII, MG-42 Had Fastest Rate of Fire of Any Weapon. â€“ No Single Shot ... Led to Decreased Barrel Life Compar
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Military Games Angel PEREZ 

Invented by Georg Venturini in 1797. â—‹ 3600 squares .... 2009 VBS2/Game After. Ambush. â—‹ 2600 Star Trek ... was later made available for download to the.
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para-test.ccm - Para2000 

The mode! describe hereafter is in conformity with the Joadand shock tests carried out by: Air Turquoise SA, officiai test laboratory of Switzerland. Man ufactu rer:.
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